KODAK tablets launch throughout Europe

**KODAK Tablet**

**Rochester, NY and Paris, France, June 20th, 2017** – Today Eastman Kodak Company and ARCHOS announced new KODAK tablets will be available by the end of June, 2017 throughout Europe. Available in the most popular screen sizes, 7” and 10.1”, the KODAK Tablets feature a full black or a radiant yellow back casing. Underneath their elegant design, these devices include the latest technologies and a set of preloaded apps for editing, sharing and printing memories from daily life anywhere anytime at an affordable price.

KODAK Tablets sport a brilliant IPS HD screen, delivering an optimum color fidelity as well as fluidity, to enjoy practically any multimedia content. They are powered by a 64 bit Mediatek quad-core processor, along with 1GB of RAM, capable of running multiple apps and videos at the same time. They offer 16GB (7” model) or 32GB (10.1” model) of internal storage, expandable up to 64GB with Micro SD card slots.

KODAK Tablets run GOOGLE™ ANDROID’s latest release, NOUGAT, with access to the GOOGLE PLAY STORE and millions of apps, games and books. They are also 3G and WiFi enabled for accessibility on the go, and feature a 2500 mAh (7”) or 6000 mAh (10.1”) Li-Ion battery, to get through the entire day.

KODAK Tablets embed two cameras: 2MP at the front and 8MP at the back and are equipped with a built-in GPS, making it easier to get the most out of the web and preferred apps. They come with dedicated preloaded apps and services for easily editing, sharing and printing images, including:

- CYBERLINK Photo Director to adjust contrast, saturation, brightness and HDR effect, to remove unwanted objects and add effects, vignettes, to create beautiful portraits with accurate Skin Smoothing Tool
- CYBERLINK YOUCAM Perfect, to enhance skin, eyes, contour, to add frames and make collages
• CYBERLINK YOUCAM Fun, to take photos and videos with live filters, to create original effects, frames, and backgrounds
• GOOGLE SNAPSEED, with its 29 tools and filters

The KODAK Tablets will be available for purchase by the end of June, 2017 at £74.99 (7”) and £109.99 (10.1”) through ARCHOS’ retail partners.

To find out more, please visit http://www.kodaktablets.eu/.

About ARCHOS
ARCHOS, a pioneer in consumer electronics, continues to innovate and revolutionize the consumer electronics market. Among others, the French manufacturer was first with an HDD MP3 player in 2000, a multimedia player in 2003, Google Android powered tablets in 2009, a connected Smart Home in 2014 and PicoWAN, the first collaborative network dedicated to the IoT, in 2016. Today, ARCHOS offers its own line of tablets, smartphones and connected objects worldwide. It also markets and distributes high-value innovative products associated with the tablet and smartphone markets: urban mobility, smart entertainment. With headquarters in France, offices in Europe and in Asia, ARCHOS has become a strong pan-European player and is furthering its international expansion. ARCHOS is quoted on Compartment C of Eurolist, Euronext Paris, ISIN Code: FR0000182479.

About Kodak
Kodak is a technology company focused on imaging. We provide – directly and through partnerships with other innovative companies – hardware, software, consumables and services to customers in graphic arts, commercial print, publishing, packaging, electronic displays, entertainment and commercial films, and consumer products markets. With our world-class R&D capabilities, innovative solutions portfolio and highly trusted brand, Kodak is helping customers around the globe to sustainably grow their own businesses and enjoy their lives. For additional information on Kodak, visit us at kodak.com, follow us on Twitter @Kodak, or like us on Facebook at Kodak.

The Kodak trademark, logo and trade dress are used by Archos under license from Eastman Kodak Company. KODAK Tablets are manufactured, sold and distributed by ARCHOS, under license from Eastman Kodak Company.
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Key specifications

Hardware
CPU: Mediatek MTK8321; Quad core @ 1.3 GHz Cortex A53
GPU: Mali 400MP
RAM: 1 GB
Internal Storage: 16 GB (7”’’ - 32 GB (10.1’’))
Expandable Storage: Micro SD card, up to 64 GB (when formatted to fat 32 standard)
Size & Weight: 7’’: 188.4 x 108.2 x 10.6 mm ; 260g - 10.1’’: 261 x 161 x 10.1 mm ; 500g

Screen
Diagonal Size: 7”’’ – 10.1’’
Resolution: 1024 x 600 – 1280 x 800 pixels
Technology Type: IPS; 5-point capacitive multitouch

Software
Operating System: Google Android 7.0 (“Nougat”)
Application Store: Google Play
Internet Browser: Google Chrome
Voice Assistant: Google Now
Google Apps: Gmail, Calendar, Hangouts, Maps, Play Music, Play movies
Email Compatibilities: POP/IMAP/Exchange Active Synch/SMTP/Push Mail

Wireless Technologies
SIM Placement and Type: 2 x mini SIM
GSM / GPRS / EDGE freqs: 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 MHz
3G/ WCDMA freqs: 900 / 2100 MHz
Data Rates: HSDPA + 21 Mbits / HSUPA 5.76 Mbits
SMS/MMS
WiFi b/g/n with WIFI hotspot capability
WiFi Direct: Yes
Bluetooth: Yes
GPS: Yes
SAR/ DAS: 7’’: SAR: 0.297 W/kg Body SAR: 0.942 W/kg
10.1’’: Head SAR: 0.777 W/kg Body SAR: 1.599 W/kg

Camera
Front Camera: 2 MP
Back Camera: 8 MP
Video Encoding: 720p

Power
Battery Size: 7’’: 2500 mAh / 10.1’’: 6000 mAh
Battery Type: Li-Ion
Battery Weight: 7’’: 46 g / 10.1’’: 108 g
Battery Life: 7’’: 3.5 hours / 10.1’’: 5.5 hours
Charging Adaptor: 5V/2A, Micro USB (fixed plug)
Multimedia
Video Playback: H.264 up to 720p resolution – 30 fps/ AVI/MP4/3GP
Audio Playback: MP3, WAV (PCM/ADPCM), AAC, AAC+ 5.1, OGG Vorbis
Alert Type: MP3, MAV ringtones
Image Viewing: JPEG, BMP, PNG, GIF
uPnP /DNLA: Yes, via Video and Media Server applications

Ports and Sensors
Loudspeakers: Yes
Audio Out: 3.5 mm Jack
Microphone: Yes
G-sensor: Yes
USB: Micro USB
USB OTG: Yes